Beaver Barks
(Continued from Page 4)

Winning at Marietta will be no mean feat. It is common knowledge that the western crews always turn out very strong boats. The University of California and the University of Washington, the strongest crews in the West, sport impressive records. Crew is a big sport on the Pacific coast, rivaling football for top honors and strong crews are always turned out in this section of the country.

The big race will be held on Saturday, June 17, and there is no doubt that one of the western crews will be favored to cop first place honors. However, Technology can take this race. The crew is big, probably as big as any of the western entrants. They have a tremendous physical potential and if they can get into the necessary shape for three mile grind they will be very dangerous. So don't forget Technology right after finals are over. Keep your eyes and ears peeled for the results of the event.

Honors. However, Technology can take this race. The crew is big, and definitely get better than if you live anywhere near Iby, see if you can't get to the event.

Friday, Maya
make crew history....

The Beaver eights have not fared very well in competition this year, having been beaten by Harvard and Yale but may be up among the leaders. Yale's crew is strongly favored in this race. Their lightweight boats are the most powerful in the east and they have already beaten Tech, Harvard, Princeton and Penn this year.

The beatings for the Beavers are:
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